HYBRID SALES
K I C K- O F F
EVENT SERVICES

Whether your goal is to inform or educate, motivate or reward, we’re here to manage every component for
your successful sales kick-off event.
It is currently more important than ever to boost sales, but with travel and event restrictions continuing your
event may look a little different, but we have many solutions to ensure that it’s still effective and engaging.
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It’s now more critical than ever for event planners to
integrate hybrid solutions in their events to ensure they
can continue for those not able to attend in-person.
Specialising in virtual and hybrid event solutions such
as live streaming, audience polling, video conferencing,
webcasting, event apps and more, our virtual event
solutions provide event planners with considerable
benefits to help achieve ROI on their events. We will work
with you to understand the options available to you and
help find the right solution for your event needs.

Encore’s latest hybrid innovation is Chime Live. The solution
is specifically designed to replicate the live-event for
those not able to attend. In addition to live streaming of
presentations, it enables in-room and online attendees to
engage with the same activities, access resources, chat live,
engage in Q&A and more.

> Webcasting - Reaching a global audience couldn’t be
easier thanks to webcasting. Broadcast your sales kick off
in its full entirety to spread the word!

> Live Polling– Our unique live polling platform allows you
to interact with your guests, gather feedback, and collate
data for the end of your event. We understand that your
guests matter, and they deserve a platform.

> Social Media – Amplify your content and start a global
conversation with our event social media platform, Event
Feed. It pushes all of the social content containing your
event hashtag to screens around the venue, letting your
guest’ voices be heard.

> Recording – Where accessibility is the keyword; stream
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We also offer a fully equiped production studio for a
professional, TV quality result.
Plus our Immersive XR Stage enables you to create
dynamic, live productions using the latest technologies
and extended reality.

and record your event so it can be accessed by anyone,
anywhere and in the future. It’s also useful if you have key
presenters in different time zones.
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